Unit 2

REFLECTION JOURNAL

The Power to Tame Your Temper

The Power to Tame your temper
Practical tips to tame your “Dragon”

This reflection journal belongs to:
School: ___________________________________
Grade: ____________ Class number: ___________ Year: ________________

Self-Practice Log
Try setting a goal to practice mindful breathing on your own and record it below. Noticing your
thoughts and feelings helps train your brain to be the Kind Leader of your life.
My goal is to: ______________________________________________.
(Example: My goal is to increase from three to ten mindful breaths by the 7th day of practice)
Date

Goal		

What I noticed?			

What I feel?

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3
		
Day 4

Day 5
		
Day 6
		
Day 7
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Training your brain
Grows your Brain!
Connect the dots to grow the dendrites

Dendrites

Nerve Cell
(Neuron)

At birth 		

3 months 		

15 months 		

3 years

Nerve cells, or neurons, in your brain carry messages from your brain to your body.

The more you practice or repeat something, whether it is dance, art, math, or mindfulness,
the more the branch-like dendrites increase in size and number.
You have the power to grow your brain and tame your
temper through practice!
What habits do you want to Grow?
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How The Dragon Learned to Think
Before Reacting

Once upon a time, in a faraway land, there was a majestic castle where a kind leader
lived, protected by his loyal dragon.

Imagine that you are the kind leader of the castle. Sit up tall the way a royal person would
sit on his/her throne.
The Kind Leader’s dragon faithfully guarded the castle.
When a new visitor approaches the castle gate, Dragon reacts very quickly to ensure the
Kind Leader’s safety.

What do dragons typically do to protect their Kind Leader?
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One afternoon, a dangerous beast showed up on the castle grounds. Dragon, acting as

protector, became red hot with anger and breathed scorching fire to scare the beast away.
Dragon did a fantastic job protecting the Kind Leader from a vicious beast who could have
seriously harmed him.
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the following morning, a bunny was happily hopping around the castle’s garden, minding
his own business. Without hesitation, Dragon became red hot with anger and ferociously
breathed fire to scare the bunny away. Although Dragon only meant to protect the Kind
Leader, the bunny did not pose any threat. Dragon misread the situation and overreacted.
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Have you ever made a mistake like Dragon?

After the bunny scurried away, Dragon realized that he did not do the right thing.

Dragon started to cry. He wondered what to do. Dragon took a few long gasps, like we
all do at the end of a good cry. He sniffed and sniffed and then let out a long sigh...
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In that moment, the Kind Leader came out of the castle. “Hello, Dragon. I noticed you
were upset about breathing fire on our little bunny friend.” “Yes,” whimpered Dragon.
“Do not worry, Dragon. Everyone has unmindful moments. All dragons need some
training to tame their fire.”
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“How can I tame my fire?”
shrieked Dragon. “Sometimes I get so mad that my fiery breath starts moving really fast.
I feel like I could explode!”
“This is a normal reaction, Dragon. It’s helpful when you need to protect our castle. There are,
however, many more times when we do not need your flames of protection. We need you to
stop and think instead.”

“But Kind Leader,
Dragon.

I stink

at thinking in the heat of the moment,” groaned

“It’s difficult for everyone at first, including me, until I learned an ancient secret of great
leaders. Are you curious to learn the secret, Dragon?”

“Yes! I really want to know!”
exclaimed Dragon, who became so joyful and elated that he was about to burst and fly
around, like a popped balloon.
“Well, Dragon, you must pay very close attention,” The Kind Leader stated calmly.
The Kind Leader sat up tall and took a deep breath in and let it out very slowly.

“Tell me the secret!

								Ple as e with 1,000,000 sprinkles on top!”
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The Kind Leader smiled with his eyes. Again, the Kind Leader sat up tall, took a deep
breath to lift his heart, and breathed out very slowly.

Then, Dragon smiled with his eyes too.
Being an intelligent dragon, he stored this lesson in his memory and always reminded
himself to stop and think before hastily reacting when new visitors came to the castle.
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Brain diagram
Draw a line to connect the part of the brain with its job
						
			B r a I n						

job

Amygdala					Helps us Lead & Think
Prefrontal cortex			
Helps Our Amygdala & PFC
(PFC)							work together
Mindful breathing			

		

Helps keep us safe
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Breathing To the Rescue!
						
			B r a I n						

job

Amygdala					Helps us Lead & Think
Prefrontal cortex			
Helps Our Amygdala & PFC
(PFC)							work together
Mindful breathing			

		

Helps keep us safe
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When Our Amygdala feels Unsafe
Our quick reflexes kept our early ancestors alive, so they
could fight off a saber tooth tiger or run from a bear.
Today, the same reflexes keep us out of harm’s way.
The amygdala does not stop to think.
its main job is to move us quickly so we can be safe.
Even if a threat is not real, like a fire drill, we still move
quickly because our amygdala is on high alert.

FIGHT

		

FLIGHT

		

FREEZE
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When Our Amygdala feels safe
When our Amygdala feels safe it relaxes and passes
information onto the PFC (“Kind Leader”)
for higher thinking and reasoning

Prefrontal
cortex
(PFC)

Plan with
Focus and
Care
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Castle breathing
Even Inhale and Even Exhale
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Mindful or Unmindful?
“How Dragon Learned To Think Before Reacting”

WHEN DRAGON….

MINDFUL		

UNMINDFUL

Protected the castle
from the beast?
Burned Rabbit’s tail?
Talked really LOUD
while the Kind Leader
was sharing the secrets
of Mindful Breathing?
Listened carefully to
the Kind Leader?
Took three Mindful
Breaths to calm down?
Reminded himself to
think before reacting?
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MINDFUL OR UNMINDFUL?
Color in the boxes showing mindful behavior

Draw or write about a time you were angry but chose a mindful
response (a time you used the “kind leader” part of your brain).

Use the back of this page for your drawing -----------------------→
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Draw a picture of yourself
practicing S.T.O.P.

When is a good time for you to practice
S.T.O.P.?
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“Name It to Tame It”
Write, or color in, the emotion shown in each picture
of dragon’s face.

When is the dragon Angry, sad, mad or glad?
What color are these emotions?

When we practice naming our emotions as they are happening,
we can better manage ourselves and our relationships with others.

The next time you have a strong emotion,
Name It To Tame It!
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Emotions!

Color the parts of the body where you feel strong

emotions, like anger, embarrassment, or hurt feelings.

Developing awareness of where you feel emotions
strengthens your Power to Tame Your Temper.
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Compare
buzzing bee & Bunny Breathing
Can you notice which exercise increases your
heart rate and which one calms it down?

Buzzing Bee Breath

Bunny breathing

1. Sit down and Get comfortable

1. Sit down and Get comfortable

2. Take a slow breath in

2. Wiggle your nose like a rabbit

3. Buzzzzz as you breathe out

3. exhale in small fast sniffs

4. Try to extend your Exhale
to 5 counts

4. Try for 10 seconds.

What do you notice?

What do you notice?
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Mindful Breathing

1. Sit down and Get comfortable.
2. Rest your hand on your chosen breathing space:
tummy, chest or your nose.
3. Silently repeat your anchor words,
breathing in…breathing out…
4. When your attention wanders like an untamed
dragon, gently bring it back to your breathing space.
Repeat breathing in…breathing out…
5. Can you be mindful of your breathing for 5 breaths?
For 1 minute? Set a goal and increase the number of
breaths, or amount of time you practice each day.
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My Dragon and Me!
Draw a picture of your dragon
and yourself as the
Kind Leader
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